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CES’ AI focus creates opportunities for PC hardware firms         

..    
 
 
 
 
  

Event   

CES 2024, the world's largest consumer electronics show, runs from January 9-12 with a slew 
of new product launches by tech heavyweights. While the event is usually headlined by the 
presence of flashy concept cars, new PCs and TVs, the market is paying close attention to 
artificial intelligence (AI) applications this year. 

Impact 

US tech giants to showcase several new CPUs & GPUs with PC products. The show-before-
the-show saw major announcements from Intel (US), AMD (US), Nvidia (US), and their 
hardware partners. They revealed new GPUs, processors, AI notebooks, and gaming 
handhelds. AMD held a digital presentation to launch a new accelerated processing unit (APU), 
and a series of chips for the aging AM4 platform, as well as the Radeon RX 7600XT GPU. AMD 
also showcased the Ryzen 8000G Phoenix APU, designed to bring AI to desktop PCs. Nvidia 
launched the new RTX 40-series Super graphics cards, and made a few announcements about 
gaming notebooks this year. Meanwhile, Intel introduced a series of new processors across its 
mobile and desktop lines. We saw 14th Gen Intel Core chips showcased for laptops and 
desktops, and Core Mobile Processors for thinner laptops, including: 1) new 14th-Gen Raptor 
Lake-refresh processors; 2) HX-series CPUs, which are refreshed chips with up to 24 cores, 5.8 
GHz boost clock, and 192GB DDR5 support; and 3) Core Processors Series 1, which are new 
15W U chips for low-power systems. With Arrow Lake and Lunar Lake CPUs arriving in 2H24F, 
demonstrating three times more AI performance for both GPUs and Neural Processing Units 
(NPU), the adoption of these new platforms are likely to induce upgrade demand across a wide 
range of technologies in 2024-25F, including DDR5, PCIe Gen5, Thunderbolt 5, Wi-Fi 7, and 
Bluetooth 5.4. 

AI application launches showcased across CES. While we see four major key focuses for CES 
2024: 1) AI PCs and smartphones; 2) WiFi 7 IoT applications and smart homes; 3) AR/VR and 
home entertainment; and 4) electric vehicles/self-driving cars, we see AI as the key attraction 
for the market’s attention. As more generative AI applications develop for content creation, 
or to improve efficiency for autonomous machines or robots, we believe software, chip, and 
hardware companies will bet heavily on AI, and build off of this trend moving forward. Besides 
traditional IT products, CES has become a car show in recent years, and automakers, including 
BMW (DE), Ford (US), and GM (US), have a large presence. Increased use of AI in cars will also 
be a major theme, as well as advanced driving assistance systems and autonomous driving. To 
compete with Nvidia’s DRIVE Orin platform for powering its smart autonomous driving system, 
AMD also announced two 7nm process automotive chips at CES 2024, including Versal Edge 
automotive-grade self-adaptive SoC, an advanced AI engine to help control a new generation 
of advanced automotive systems and applications, and the Ryzen V2000A series, focused on 
infotainment consoles, digital instruments and passenger display screens. 

PC recovery boosted by the AI trend and new GPUs in 2H24-2025F; gaming and commercial 
market to benefit. We expect AI to drive device upgrades after CES this year. Intel is aiming to 
enable AI functionality on more than 100mn PCs by 2025F, for a 30-35% penetration rate of 
new PCs sold, and targets AI PC penetration of 80% of the new PC market by 2028F. We think 
AI-enabled PCs with AI and machine-learning capabilities will assist users with the creation, 
editing, optimization, and compression of audio and video. They may also improve the quality 
and efficiency of workloads, protect user data and privacy, and prevent various security 
threats and attacks. Following the launch of Windows 12 and the debut of new AI software, 
we expect more AI PC models to launch in 2H24-2025F, which would be another driver of PC 
industry growth. Defined as a PC with an NPU, AI PC penetration will reach 15-20% of total PC 
shipments in 2024F, approximately 40-50mn units, and over 30% in 2025F, benefitting PC 
brands. The AI PC trend will also spur growth in commercial PC market demand, and new GPU 
launches by Nvidia and AMD should enhance gaming PC market growth in 2024-25F. NB ODMs 
will see PC demand rise in 2024-25F, and the AI server market will continue to grow, driving 
sales and profits. To meet higher computing performance requirements, we believe memory 
and memory connectors will be upgraded, and thermal solution demand will be enhanced by 
rising thermal design power (TDP). These component companies’ notebook PC application 
sales will increase on spec upgrades. 

Stocks for Action 

We expect Asustek (2357 TT, NT$461, OP), Quanta Computer (2382 TT, NT$224, OP), and 
Inventec (2356 TT, NT$51, OP) to benefit from an AI PC demand uptrend, and memory 
connector, thermal, and battery makers will also benefit. 

Risks 

Weak demand; further ASP or margin contractions. 
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All the above named KGI analyst(s) is SFC licensed person accredited to KGI Asia Ltd to carry on the 

relevant regulated activities. Each of them and/or his/her associate(s) does not have any financial interest in 

the respectively covered stock, issuer and/or new listing applicant. 
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